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Energy operator
Hamiltonian in quantum mechanics
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Hydrogen atom

▸ Provided energy levels for Hydrogen atom fully in agreement with Rydberg’s law 

▸ The atomic SE can be solved analytically for H in spherical coordinates
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Atomic structure

• Location/Energy is determined by a set of four quantum numbers 
• n, l, ml, ms 

• Configuration specifies the orbitals that electrons occupy (e.g. 1s) 
• A single configuration (e.g. 2p1) can split in more levels or state

Term symbols and transitions



6Spin-orbit coupling

• Rotation of an electrical charge generates a magnetic dipole (classical 
electrodynamics) 

• The  spin and orbital angular momenta couple 
• This generates a splitting of a given energetic level (fine structure) 
• This can be further split by the presence of a magnetic field           

(hyperfine structure)
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Atomic structure: selection rules
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Allowed transition 
3D1 - 3P0 
Aul = 2.18 x 108 s-1

Spin forbidden transition 
5S2 - 3P2 
Aul = 1.27 x 102 s-1

Forbidden transition 
1D2 - 3P1  
Aul = 1.17 x 100 s-1



9General rules

• Intersystem lines are 106 times weaker than permitted transitions 
• Forbidden transition are 102-106 times weaker than intersystem ones 
• Forbidden transitions are important in astrophysics in particular in 

the low-dense environment where timescales are much longer and 
slow decay could occur  (e.g. [CII] 158 micron 2P1/2 - 2P3/2)



10Molecules: adding degrees of freedom
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Etot ~ Eel + Evib + Erot

Eel ~ 1-10 eV

Evib ~ 10-2–10-1 eV

Erot ~ 10-3–10-2 eV

Order of magnitudes

Molecular structure



12Molecules Hamiltonian

H2+ simplest 
molecule 
(1 electron)



13Born-Oppenheimer approximation (1)

ROBERT OPPENHEIMER MAX BORN



14Born-Oppenheimer approximation (2)

• Electrons can respond 
almost instantaneously  
to displacement of 
nuclei (like flies)

Mnuclei >> me

vnuclei << ve



15Born-Oppenheimer approximation (3)

• We can treat them as stationary while the electrons move 
• Solve the SE considering the nuclei as being fixed (R parameter) 
• Nuclei provide a static potential at fixed geometry 
• Different nuclei arrangements may then be adopted and the 

calculations repeated 
• The set of solutions provide the molecular potential energy curve 

(diatomic molecule) or a surface in general



16Separation of variables

HA HB

e-

rBrA

rAB = R

++

 (r,R) h  el(r,R) nucl(R)
H = Ttot + Vtot = (TN + Te) + (VeN + VNN )

Constant0

Hel = (TN + Tel) + (VeN + VNN )

Hel| el(r;R)i = Eel| el(r;R)i
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 (r,R) h  el(r,R) nuclei(R)
H (r,R) = Etot (r,R)
H = Hel +Hnuclei

Hel el(r;R) = Eel el(r;R)
Hnuclei nuclei = Enuclei nuclei

Hnuclei = TN + V (R)Hel = (TN + Tel) + (VeN + VNN )

Potential energy curves (PEC)



18Born-Oppenheimer approximation (3)

• SE for molecules is solved in two steps 
• Electron motion is much faster than nuclear (vibrations and rotations) 

• Motion of the electrons around the nuclei at fixed position 
(electronic energy in which the nuclei are moved) 
• Nuclear WFs are searched by considering that the nuclei evolve 

under the PEC/PES associated to a particular electronic 
configuration (translation+rotation+vibration)
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POTENTIAL ENERGY CURVES WAVE FUNCTIONS 

(MOLECULAR ORBITALS)

LARGER 
PROBABILITY
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22Term symbols for molecules
SUM OF THE ANGULAR 
MOMENTUM OF THE 
ELECTRONS IN THE 
MOLECULAR ORBITALS

TOTAL SPIN ANGULAR 
MOMENTUM



23Example: molecular hydrogen

ELECTRONIC 
CONFIGURATION



24Example 
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Etot = Eel + Evib + Erot

 tot =  el vib rot



26Molecular internal motion
Vibrations

Rotations



27Rigid rotor approximation

Erot = BJ(J + 1)



28Energy spacing | Boltzmann distribution

B =
~2
2I

cm2 g s-1

g cm2



29Inelastic collisions



30Bulk of molecule transitions



31Rotational spectrum example

Shirley2015



32Dipole moment integral

▸ the interaction of the electric component of the 
electromagnetic field with the electric dipole associated with 
the transition  

▸ Selection rules



33Most abundant molecule



34A simple exercise

▸ The excitation rotational temperature for J = 2

~ = 1.054⇥ 10�27erg s

kB = 1.38⇥ 10�16ergK�1

req(H2) = 0.75Å

mH = 1.67⇥ 10�24g

~ = 1.054⇥ 10�27erg s

kB = 1.38⇥ 10�16ergK�1

req(H2) = 0.75Å

mH = 1.67⇥ 10�24g

H H

req

c.m.

Erot = BJ(J + 1)

Question: Can we observe H2 in dense regions (e.g. n~104 cm-3, T ~ 10 K)?
1 Angstrom = 10-8 cm

B =
~2
2I



35A simple exercise



36Probe for molecular hydrogen



37Vibrational energies



38Observations

• Molecules introduce complexity compared to atoms 

• Molecular energy is quantized 

• BO approximation approx. allows us to solve for the internal structure of molecules  

• Electronic + Rotational + Vibrational energies 

• Remind: transitions between different states allow us to observe atoms and 
molecules in the ISM 


